
SLP440
Dittman, Mike

From: Steve Simms
Sent: 16 March 2018 16:57
To: planningpolicy
Subject: DLP70538932 - North Warwickshire Pre-submission Local Plan
Attachments: Draft Submission Local Plan.DLP70538932.pdf

Dear Sirs

We act for Kentucky Fried Chicken (Great Britain) Limited in respect of your consultation on the North Warwickshire
Pre-submission Local Plan.

We attach the electronic submission that we have just made. Unfortunately, there was no means of specifying on
whose behalf we act.

Therefore, I notify you that we, SSA Planning Limited make the attached representation on behalf of our client,
Kentucky Fried Chicken (Great Britain) Limited.

Iwould be most grateful if you could amend your records to reflect that fact and advise me when this has been done.

Yours faithfully

Steve Simms MA MRTPI
Director
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SLP440

Your reference number is DLP70538932.

Thank you for submitting Draft Submission Local Plan

Title: Mr.

First name: Steve

Surname: Simms

Flat number or name, or building name: SSA Planning Limited

Street:

Post to

Postco

Email address:|
Is this email address correct? If not please correct: Yes

Home phone:|
Mobile phone: |
Alternative phone:

Product: Self

Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation relates to?: Policy
reference number

Do you support or object the above: Object

Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant?: Yes

Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to Cooperate?: Yes

Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound?: No

If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is:: Not Positively Prepared,
Not Justified, Not Effective, Not Consistent with National Policy

Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the Draft Submission Local
Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the Council's Duty to Co-operate. Please be as
precise as possible.: Policy LP21

Not Positively Prepared

1 It is unclear whether the section of the policy headed 'Disproportionate Concentration' applies just to town and
neighbourhood centres or the whole district.

2 Whilst we broadly support the control of concentrations of any particular use to avoid impacts to vitality and
viability, the supporting text explains that the restrictions relate also to public health, so the policy should be clear
about what uses, what concentrations and where would be considered problematic in this regard, and back these
indicators and geographies with evidence.

3 The impact on economic development and sustainable accessibility of additional restrictions based on public
health should then be weighed against the benefits and their likelihood.

4 It is unclear whether the supporting text is referring to all takeaways or specifically hot food takeaways. It is also



unclear how it would apply to mixed uses containing an element of hot food takeaway use. 

5 The policy is negative in making the incorrect assumption that all takeaways offer little choice and serve food of 
similar type and nutritional value. 

Not Justified 

6 There is very limited evidence for any link between the incidence of obesity and the proximity of hot food 
takeaways to educational establishments, so it is at best unclear whether refusing planning applications for (hot food 
or other) takeaways on the basis suggested could ever have an effect on the incidence of obesity, childhood or 
adult. 

7 Diet is clearly a key determinant both of general health and obesity levels. Exercise is the other key determinant 
which must be considered for a complete picture. 

Not Effective 

8 Some hot food takeaways (but also some restaurants, pubs and shops) are a source of cheap, energy dense and 
nutrient poor foods, but by no means all are. The planning system is ineffective in distinguishing these and the draft 
policy will impact operators who engage in poor practice equally with those who willingly engage in heathy eating 
initiatives. 

9 It is not clear how the effectiveness of the policy could be monitored. Would poor or negative achievement against 
the objective result in its withdrawal or expansion? 

Not Consistent with National Policy 

10 The NPPF recognises the role planning takes in better enabling people to live healthier lifestyles. However, it 
seeks to do this by creating - not restricting - choice, by increasing access to recreation and health services, and by 
ensuring developments are walkable. National practice guidance simply refers to a briefing paper containing case 
studies.

Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to ensure that the Draft 
Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in accordance with the Council’s Duty to Co-operate. 
It will be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text. Please 
be as precise as possible.: Either delete the section of draft Policy LP21 headed 'Disproportionate Concentration' 
or clarify the extent of the policy, set clear density thresholds for each area affected, provide evidence for each of 
these and to justify the principle of proximity as a criterion.

Please indicate if want to participate in the hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination process?: 
Yes

If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider this to be necessary : 
Because the plan-making authority has not provided evidence for the policy as drafted and it may be necessary to 
discuss any additional evidence it presents at examination.

























NWBC DSLP Regulation 19 Response Form 
 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

 
Policy 

reference 
number 

 
Site 

Allocations 
x 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

x 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 
 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object x 

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes  No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes  No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No x 

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

 Not Justified x 

 

Not Effective x 
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
x 

 
The above are the tests set out in paragraph 182 [Examining Local Plans] of the National Planning Policy 

Framework (March 2012).   
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Dear Sirs, 
 
North Warwickshire Draft Local Plan, Draft Submission November 2017 

Representations on behalf of Severn Trent Water 

 

GL Hearn acts on behalf of Severn Trent Water (STW) in relation to its land interest within North 

Warwickshire at Coleshill, and is instructed to make representations to the current draft submission 

consultation stage of the North Warwickshire Draft Local Plan  landholding (outlined in red below) is 

proposed for release from the Green Belt and allocation as employment land. The land has been promoted 

by the owner for development over a period of time, and whilst the Council has not accepted that the site 

should come forward, we consider that given the planning and employment position of the draft Submission 

Plan, that the Plan is unsound without additional employment sites being brought forward. 

 

ill site is a brownfield site extending to some 70ha, comprising a large sewage treatment works 

with several operational and dis-used filter beds; a food to waste plant; redundant non-operational land; and 

flood plain marshland. The proposed HS2 route passes through the site on its western side.  Adjacent to the 

site to the north and south are existing employment / industrial areas. Directly to the east of the site is a rail 

freight terminal and Coleshill Parkway Rail Station. To the west the site is bordered by Lichfield Road and 

the Birmingham  Derby railway line. Directly to the west of Lichfield Road is the M42 / M6 Toll motorway. 

 

     
 
Submission of this representation follows representations submitted by GL Hearn on behalf of STW in Mach 

2017 in respect of the site at Coleshill (as well as sites at Curdworth and Polesworth). The March 2017 

representations confirmed that STW is currently undertaking a programme of rationalising its land holdings 

Our ref: 180316 NWLP  - STW Reps - Coleshill 

Your ref:  

Forward Planning 
North Warwickshire Borough Council 
The Council House 
South Street 
Atherstone 
Warwickshire CV9 1DE 
 
BY EMAIL TO: planningpolicy@northwarks.gov.uk 
 
16

th
 March 2018 
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and is seeking to dispose of redundant operational assets for alternative uses through a process of 

Irrevocable Sign Off (ISO). Proceeds from the asset disposal programme are reinvested back into  

core business to improve services for its customers. The March 2017 representations also confirmed that 

STW are keen to work collaboratively with North Warwickshire Borough Council 

Plan. A copy of our March 2017 representations is attached as an Appendix to this representation.  

 

Our March 2017 representations sought the removal of the Coleshill site from the Green Belt and its 

allocation for employment use, on the grounds that the site does not fulfil any Green Belt purpose and can 

make a positive contribution to the area s employment needs, providing a development opportunity in a 

sustainable location in close proximity to existing employment locations and, potentially, offering an 

relocation option for businesses that will be displaced by HS2. 

 

Consultation Responses, document. In respect of the Coleshill site, that document says: 

Site lies within Green Belt. Require "very special circumstances" to be established to enable 
release.  Local Plan is delivering more than local needs in terms of housing and employment land.  
Sufficient sites currently allocated to deliver OAN and address additional Birmingham shortfall.  No 
change proposed. 

At this stage, our representations focus on the soundness of the Plan. There are four tests of soundness and, 

in addition to those tests, the Plan has to comply with legal duties including the legal duty-to-cooperate.  

 

It is our contention that without the allocation of the Coleshill site, the Plan is not positively prepared, nor is it 

effective or consistent with national policy. 

 

In our representations we will concentrate on three distinct policy areas: 

1. Employment; 

2. Green Belt;  

3. Sustainability. 

 

 

Employment 

 

The Local Plan needs to allocate and safeguard sufficient land now to ensure there is flexibility to respond to 

housing and employment growth targets. 

 

National planning policy is contained in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which was 

published by Government in March 2012. (A revised consultation draft of the NPPF was issued by 

Government on 5 March 2018, however, paragraph 209 of the consultation draft NPPF indicates that it 

should not apply to this emerging Local Plan). 

 

In terms of the requirements of Local Plan to meet the national policy tests, the key paragraphs of the NPPF 

are: 

 Paragraph 14 which sets out th positively seek opportunities to meet 
the development needs of their area meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to 
adapt to rapid change  

 The Government is committed to ensuring that the planning system does 
everything it can to support sustainable economic growth. Planning should operate to encourage and 
not act as an impediment to sustainable growth. Therefore significant weight should be placed on the 
need to support economic growth through the planning system  
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 To help achieve economic growth, local planning authorities should plan 
proactively to meet the development needs of business and support an economy fit for the 21st 
century  

 Par In drawing up Local Plans, local planning authorities should: 

 set out a clear economic vision and strategy for their area which positively and proactively 
encourages sustainable economic growth; 

 set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match the strategy and to 
meet anticipated needs over the plan period;  

 support existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are expanding or contracting 
and, where possible, identify and plan for new or emerging sectors likely to locate in their area. 
Policies should be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan and to allow 
a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances; 

 plan positively for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of knowledge 
driven, creative or high technology industries; 

 identify priority areas for economic regeneration, infrastructure provision and environmental 
enhancement  

 Paragraph 83 which relates to Green Belt boundary reviews: Once established, Green Belt boundaries 
should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. 
At that time, authorities should consider the Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended 
permanence in the long term, so that they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period  

 
The Draft Submission Local Plan (November 2017) sets out that Coleshill is a Category 1 settlement (Green 

Belt Market Town), i.e. the highest tier of settlement within the Borough and where the majority of housing 

and economic development should be focussed.  

 

Development for employment, housing (including affordable 

housing), services and other facilities will be permitted within the development boundaries of the Market 

Towns  The draft Policy also supports employment development directly adjacent to built-up areas, subject 

to criteria including that the site lies outside of the Green Belt; development is clearly part of a wider 

sustainable development; and, the character of North Warwickshire settlements are preserved. 

 

Draft Policy LP12 allocates and protects for employment use, existing industrial estates at Coleshill (Coleshill 

Industrial Estate and Hams Hall) on the grounds of their contribution to the employment requirements of the 

the functioning of the Borough and in particular the Market Towns

industrial estate areas sit directly north and south of the STW site.  The principle of employment provision at 

Coleshill and its strategic significance and role in contributing to employment land requirements is therefore 

recognised.  

 

 the criteria of 

emerging Policy LS2 and the principles and objectives of Policy LP12 and, overall, aligns with the settlement 

hierarchy of the emerging Local Plan and sustainability objectives of national policy.  

 

In terms of employment needs, the assessment of this is found in the draft Local Plan at paragraphs 7.44 to 

7.49.  The draft Local Plan sets out that there is a local requirement for employment provision of 58ha and 

that this would provide sufficient employment land for 5,280 new homes.  P Further 

employment land will be required if further housing growth is possible. If the full 9600 dwellings is delivered 

around 100 hectares of land will be required between 2011 and 2033

to deliver 9,600 new homes over the plan period and therefore in this case there is a need for 100ha of new 

designated employment land. Failure to provide this 100ha (as a minimum) would render the entire plan 

unsound as it would lead to a highly unsustainable form of development. 
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Draft Policy LP6 sets out that 100ha of employment land would be provided in the Local Plan.  Policy LP40 

sets out employment allocations.  These are provided in two of the Category 1 Market Towns and Category 

2 Adjacent Adjoining Settlements. However, no allocations are provided in Coleshill which is a Category 1 

settlement.  The effect of this is that one of the most sustainable locations in the Borough will not deliver any 

new employment growth, whilst some housing growth is identified in the Local Plan.  This would lead to 

unsustainable patterns of development. 

 

The draft Local Plan sets out that: 

lopment in the Core Strategy was limited to land inside the development boundary. This was 
taken forward in the Draft Site Allocations Plan. Although there are a few opportunities it is 
considered necessary to allocate land outside of its current boundaries and remove land from the 
Green Belt. This would allow for some development to take place and maintain Coleshill as a 
Market Town  (paragraph 14.29). 

Of course, as we have noted above, no employment allocations are proposed in Coleshill. 

 

 

Green Belt Justification 

 

Paragraph 83 of the NPPF relates to the circumstances when Green Belt boundaries can be reviewed.  This 

is of course, only through the preparation of a Local Plan (which is the case here and the Council has 

accepted that Green Belt boundaries should be reviewed).  When reviewing such boundaries, the key is the 

permanence and endurance beyond the plan period. 

 

Paragraph 85 sets out that: 

 

ensure consistency with the Local Plan strategy for meeting identified requirements for sustainable 
development; 

not include land which it is unnecessary to keep permanently open; 

the Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development needs stretching well beyond the plan 
period; 

satisfy themselves that Green Belt boundaries will not need to be altered at the end of the 
development plan period;  

define boundaries clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to be 
 

The Local Plan recognises that it is appropriate, when reviewing such a plan, to review Green Belt 

boundaries, and the draft Plan proposes several sites for de-designated as Green Belt and allocation for 

development or safeguarded land. However, the Coleshill site is not such a site. 

 

ocal Plan position in respect of the Green Belt is the Coventry 

& Warwickshire Joint Green Belt Study (Stage 2), April 2016. The Study defines and includes an assessment 

 The methodology applied by the study scores sites in relation to criteria, with the higher the 

score achieved for a parcel of land, the greater its contribution to the Green Belt purposes (Main Report 

page 14). However, the study automatically scores all sites maximum points against the fifth purpose of the 

Green Belt ( To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land ).  
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 (CH1  CH10). Coleshill site is identified as part 

of land parcel CH8.  This parcel scored 8 out of a possible 20 points.  

 

 four points against the second 

Green Belt purpose (To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another). Specifically, the assessment 

in the Green Belt study in terms of the second purpose of the Green Belt is: 

The parcel sits between the village of Water Orton to the south west and Coleshill to the south, 
east and north. Measured from the north western corner of Coleshill at the southern edge of the 
parcel, the distance between the two settlements is roughly 350m. The M6 Toll and M42 
motorways separate the settlements; however, a significant proportion of the parcel has already 
been developed in to a sewage treatment works and the development of the remaining 
countryside between the settlements would give the appearance of merging at the landscape 
scale  

When considering this assessment against the purpose of including land in the Green Belt, we do not agree 

with the view set out in the Study. Due to the significant barrier between Coleshill and Water Orton, there 

cannot be any circumstance when the settlements will merge physically. It would seem the methodology of 

the Green Belt Study sets its scoring criteria based on physical straight-line distance betwe

settlement

despite (in this case) the M6/M42 barrier being specifically referred within the study assessment commentary 

(see above).  

 

It is also the case that the assessment methodology applies defined scores depending on the location of the 

land parcel, and if the parcel is within an existing settlement, it automatically scores zero (Table 3.2, Green 

Belt Assessment Criteria). In this case the STW Coleshill site effectively sits between settlements, but 

physically, visibly and functionally is evidently part of the Coleshill urban area.  

 

In our view it cannot be reasonable, realistic or justified for the site to score maximum points in respect of its 

contribution to preventing the neighbouring towns of Coleshill and Water Orton merging into each other. 

 

In terms of the fifth purpose of including land in the Green Belt, the methodology and scoring of the Green 

Belt S The Green Belt Study should recognise 

that much of the site is brownfield and that de-designation of the site would assist in the recycling of derelict 

land.  As such, the Green Belt Study (by applying automatic scoring) significantly underplays the ability of the 

site to reuse brownfield land and thereby assist urban regeneration. 

 

The site is surrounded by employment development on three sides with the Lichfield Road and the M42/M6 

Toll on the fourth side. Additionally, HS2 is expected to dissect the site towards its western edge. These are 

 to the Green Belt both now and 

beyond the plan period. 

 

Irrespective of reen Belt Study, it cannot reasonably be concluded that the 

site makes anything more than (at best) a barely perceptible contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. 

Therefore, in Green Belt terms, it is our contention that the continued allocation of the site as Green Belt is 

not justified and contrary to national policy.  

 

Furthermore, the draft Local Plan does seek to allocate Green Belt land for development at Coleshill 

(allocation C1) yet does not recognise that a lower scoring site (i.e. one that is less harmful in Green Belt 

terms) could be allocated for development.  This approach is inconsistent and unjustified and not consistent 

with national policy.  
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Sustainability 

 

As set out in our previous representations, the development of the Site could have economic, social and 

environmental benefits and it is unclear from the evidence base whether these benefits have been taken into 

account by the Council when considering whether this Site should be allocated for development. 

 

The Site is located in a recognised employment location and is predominantly a brownfield site providing 

employment benefits. It is well related to the neighbouring employment uses and its allocation and 

redevelopment for employment use would fill in the gap between the existing two employment estates, 

thereby providing new employment opportunities in a recognised and sustainable employment location. 

 

In terms of access to public transport, the Site could not be better located as the south eastern corner of the 

Site is located adjacent to Coleshill Parkway train station.  In addition, the train station provides a significant 

bus interchange.  

 

As such, it is our view that the allocation of this Site for employment use would assist in providing 

sustainable development. 

 

 

Exceptional Circumstances 

 

As we note above, paragraph 83 of the NPPF relates to the circumstances when Green Belt boundaries can 

be reviewed.  National policy requires Green Belt boundaries to only be altered in exceptional circumstances 

and 

by national policy, it is clear from paragraph 85 of the NPPF that the development requirements of a Local 

Plan and the suitability and appropriateness of a site in Green Belt terms (including the permanence and 

endurance of the Green Belt boundary) can constitute exceptional circumstances. 

 

The Council is defining boundaries in the Local Plan and as such has to conform to the requirements of 

paragraph 85.  It is clear that the Council accepts that the release of Green Belt land is required in order to 

deliver sustainable development. Indeed, other sites within the Local Plan are being proposed for release 

from the Green Belt on the in the Green 

Belt Study, and firm, defensible boundaries provided by major and permanent infrastructure such as the M6 

motorway.  

 

Retaining this site within the Green Belt does not accord with the expectations of paragraph 85 of the NPPF 

and is not justified. The release of the site from the Green Belt and its allocation for employment would be 

both justified and consistent with national policy. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

site at Coleshill is a brownfield site extending to some 70ha, sandwiched (to the north and south) 

where the majority of housing and economic development should be focussed. Directly to the east of the site 

is a rail freight terminal and Coleshill Parkway Rail Station, whilst to the west the site is enclosed by the 

existing road network (including the M42 / M6 Toll corridor). Additionally HS2 will cut through the site close to 

its western edge.  
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Dear Sir/Madam 
 
 
North Warwickshire Draft Local Plan Consultation 
 
Land at Curdworth, Polesworth and Coleshill, North Warwickshire 
 
GL Hearn has been instructed by Sever the 
North Warwickshire Draft Local Plan consultation in respect of STWL surplus land holdings at Curdworth, 
Polesworth and Coleshill shown edged red on the enclosed Site Location Plans.  
 
STWL is a regulated utility company with statutory responsibilities for the provision of water and sewerage 
services across the English Midlands and Central Wales. As a result of changing processes in relation to 
clean water provision and wastewater treatment, significant areas of land are no longer required by the 
business for operational purposes and as such are surplus to requirements. STWL is currently undertaking a 
programme of rationalising its land holdings and is seeking to dispose of redundant operational assets for 
alternative uses through a process of Irrevocable Sign Off (ISO). Proceeds from the asset disposal are 
reinvested back into the core business to improve services for its customers.   
 
The key purpose of this representation is to promote surplus land for allocation for development in the 
emerging Local Plan. STWL are keen to work collaboratively with North Warwickshire Borough Council 
(NWBC)  and would welcome a meeting to discuss the detailed development 
of these sites. STWL would also welcome a discussion regarding the development potential of their wider 
landholdings within the Borough as there are several other sites which are potentially surplus that could have 
development opportunities. 
 
The Sites  
 

(A) Land East of Curdworth 
 
Site (A) extends to 9.3 hectares and is located immediately to the east of Curdworth, a category 4 settlement 
(other settlement with a development boundary) as defined in the North Warwickshire Borough Core 
Strategy adopted October 2014, but falls outside the settlement boundary. Site (A) is designated as Green 
Belt and comprises grazing land together with an existing farmhouse and stables. It is well contained on all 
sides by physical defensible boundaries and is bound to the north by Curdworth Primary School; to the east 

  

Forward Planning Team,  
North Warwickshire Borough 
Council,  
The Council House,  
South Street,  
Atherstone,  
CV9 1DE 

 

By email: 
planningpolicy@northwarks.gov.uk 
 

31
st
 March 2017 
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by the M42 and M6 Toll Motorways; to the west by residential properties and to the south by Coleshill Road. 
The site is accessible from the south via an existing access off Coleshill Road. 
 
There are no statutory designated nature conservation or heritage sites located within Site (A) although there 
is a group of mature trees covered by a Tree Preservation Order to the north west of the farmhouse. Site (A) 
is located within Flood Zone 1 (Land having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual probability of river or sea flooding) 
and is therefore suitable for residential development. 
 
Site (A), is irregular in shape and extends to circa 7.35 ha in area. It is sustainably located on the edge of an 
established residential area. The village of Curdworth is situated on the north west edge of North 
Warwickshire, approximately 5 miles from Sutton Coldfield, 8 miles from Tamworth and 9 miles from 
Birmingham City Centre. It is also within approximately five miles of the National Exhibition Centre, 
Birmingham International Airport and Birmingham International Railway Station. Curdworth has excellent 
connectivity to the strategic road network with the M42 and the M6 Toll, which are accessible via Junction 9 
(Dunton Island) and Junction T1 respectively, running adjacent to the village. There are a range of local 
services and facilities present in the village including a primary school, pubs, village hall, post office and 
church. However, as noted above Curdworth is surrounded by larger cities and towns which provide a wide 
range of additional employment opportunities, amenities and services.  
 
The village is also well served by public transport including bus services (115, 116, 216, 223 and 231) and 
by rail from Coleshill Parkway and Water Orton, both a short bus journey from the village, which provide 
onward travel to Birmingham and beyond.  
 
Whilst Site (A) does not contain any statutory nature conservation sites it is located within the Impact Risk 
Zone for Whitacre Heath Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) which is located approximately 2.5km to 

north west. Given the intervening development between the site and both statutory designated sites it is 
considered that the development of Site (A) is highly unlikely to result in any adverse impacts on these sites. 
There are no physical features which would preclude residential development at Site (A). 
 

(B) Coleshill 
 
Site (B) is irregular shaped extending to 70 hectares. It comprises: a large sewage treatment works with 
several operational and dis-used filter beds; a food to waste plant; redundant non-operational land; and flood 
plain marshland. The site is bisected by the River Tame and, whilst designated as Green Belt, it is located 
within a large industrial area, 10km north east of Birmingham City centre.  
 
The proposed HS2 route dissects Site (B) north to south which will have a significant impact on the operation 
and development prospects of the site.  
 
The surrounding area contains industrial uses to the north and south, Hams Hall Rail freight Terminal to the 
east and the M6 Toll to the west.  
 
Site (B) is well connected with Lichfield Road to the west linking to the M42 and M6 Toll as well as the 
Coleshill Parkway Rail Station and the Hams Hall Rail Freight Terminal. The M6 to the west and the Hams 
Hall industrial estate offer defensible boundaries to the Green Belt. 
 
There are no statutory designated nature conservation or heritage sites located within Site (B). The whole of 
the site is covered by either Flood Zone 2 or Flood Zone 3. A section of the site is shown to benefit from 
flood defences. 
 
 
 

(C) Polesworth 
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Site (C) is situated around 410 metres to the east of Polesworth, a category 1 settlement (market town), and 
is currently undesignated countryside located outside the settlement boundary. Site (C) comprises the 
Polesworth Water Reclamation Works (WRW) and surplus land and extends to circa 5 hectares. The WRW 
is accessed via B5000 Grendon Road to the south. 
 
Site (C) is well contained on three sides by strong defensible boundaries: to the north by the Coventry Canal; 
to the east by a railway line; and to the south by the B5000 Grendon Road. Immediately adjacent to the west 
by open fields and beyond that the western edge of Polesworth.   
 
There are no statutory designated nature conservation or heritage sites located within Site (C). It falls within 
Flood Risk Zone 1 and is therefore suitable for residential development. There are no physical features 
which would preclude residential development at Site (C). 
 
Polesworth and adjoining Dordon are well positioned to help meet needs which cannot be met within nearby 
Tamworth and as such the area is a focus for growth within North Warwickshire. The emerging Local Plan 
seeks to bring forward a significant area of land to the east of Polesworth for development to ensure that the 
area can be comprehensively developed. The western side of Polesworth is protected as it forms a 

 
 
The emerging policy for this proposed allocation, just to the south of Site (C), seeks to deliver a minimum of 
2,000 dwellings, a new distributor road, retail, community and health facilities together with the preservation 
of wildlife sites within the area and pedestrian/cyclist accessibility improvements. 
 
Planning Policy Context  
 
The Development Plan for the area comprises the North Warwickshire Borough Core Strategy (adopted 

 
 
Sites (A) and (B) are currently designated as Green Belt.  The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
identifies the Local Plan review process as the appropriate vehicle for altering Green Belt boundaries, albeit 
that boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances. Paragraph 85 of the NPPF sets out 
expectations for local planning authorities when defining Green Belt boundaries. These include: 
 
 Not include land which is unnecessary to keep permanently open; 
  
 Define boundaries clearly using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to be 

permanent. 
 
Core Strategy Policy NW2 Polesworth as a category 1 market town 
settlement, Coleshill as a category 2 market town settlement within the Green Belt and Curdworth as a 
category 4 settlement.  
 
Policy NW2 states that it is expected that over the plan period, more than 50% of the housing and 
employment requirements will be provided in or adjacent to the Market Towns (such as Polesworth).  
 
Within the development boundary of Coleshill, the Green Belt Market Town, development for employment, 
housing (including affordable housing), services and other facilities will be permitted. 
 
In Curdworth development will be limited to that identified in the Plan or has been identified through a 
Neighbourhood or other locality plan. In Green Belt settlements (such as Curdworth) development will not be 
supported outside the current development boundaries.  
 
 
The Case for Growth and Exceptional Circumstances for Green Belt Release in North Warwickshire 
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The Draft Local Plan rightly recognises the significant growth pressures from within and outside of the 
Borough. These include assisting with the need to provide housing for the Coventry & Warwickshire and the 
Greater Birmingham areas.  In addition the Borough Council will continue its commitment to deliver 500 
dwellings for Tamworth from the previous Core Strategy. There is an additional requirement in the Tamworth 
adopted Local Plan for a further 825 dwellings and 14 hectares of employment to be provided in North 
Warwickshire and Lichfield.  Furthermore, HS2 will have a transformational impact on the Borough and 
surrounding region adding to growth pressures. 
 
The Local Plan should also recognise the potential impact of devolution, the Midlands Engine and the 
ambitious growth programme of the West Midlands Combined Authority (of which NWBC is awaiting non-
constituent membership). 
 
North Warwickshire is highly constrained by the tightly drawn West Midlands Green Belt which operates over 
two thirds of the Borough. Green Belt boundaries were reviewed in the last Local Plan and the Council 
considers that development can be catered for outside of the Green Belt, without the need to consider any 
reviews of the Green Belt boundaries. Given that the Borough is tightly constrained it is likely that any 
additional housing and employment requirement in the longer term may need to be met on Green Belt sites, 
such as land east of Curdworth and at Coleshill.  
 
The Local Plan needs to allocate and safeguard sufficient land now to ensure there is flexibility to respond to 
housing and employment growth targets. 
 
P

 the Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term 
31. This coupled with 

 15-

2047. The NPPF also seeks to ensure that Local Plans have a degree of flexibility such that they are able to 
 by the presumption in favour of sustainable development. The 

identification of safeguarded land is a robust approach which has been accepted by a range of Inspectors 
presiding over Local Plan Examinations and is strongly supported by STWL.  
 
Assessment of the Sites 
 

(A) Land East of Curdworth 
 
STWL considers that the 9.3 hectares of land east of Curdworth is suitable for housing development as it no 
longer fulfils the purposes of including land within the Green Belt and therefore should be released from the 
designation in the next stage of the Local Plan. The site is assessed against each of the Green Belt tests 
below.  
 

 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas  The site is well contained with clear 
physical and defensible boundaries. It is bound to the north by Curdworth Primary School; to the 
east by the M42 and M6 Toll Motorways; to the west by residential properties, and to the south by 
Coleshill Road. The site therefore has defensible boundaries on all sides and is very well related to 
the Curdworth settlement boundary. It is a self-contained parcel of land and its removal from the 
Green Belt would not result in the unrestricted sprawl of the village.  

 To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another  The site is located approximately 
1.5km north of Water Orton and 1.5km to the west of Lea Marston, the nearest settlements to the 
site. The River Thame and M42/ M6 Toll motorways physically separate the settlements to the south 
and east respectively. Therefore the area proposed for residential development by STW would not 
result in Curdworth, Water Orton and Lea Marston coalescing.  

 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment  The site is a self-contained parcel of 
land with physical and defensible boundaries to the north, east, south and west. It is well related to 
the settlement boundary of Curdworth with established housing bounding the site to the west. The 
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M42 and M6 Toll provide an additional defensible boundary to the east which would safeguard the 
countryside from further encroachment.  

 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns  The development of land east of 
Curdworth will not have a detrimental impact on any heritage assets given the intervening residential 
development surrounding the site.   

 To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land  The 
North Warwickshire Core Strategy demonstrates that based on the availability and deliverability of 
both brownfield it is evident that some development will need to take place on Greenfield land on the 
edge of the settlements. 

 
In summary, the site is self-contained with strong defensible boundaries and makes a weak contribution to 
the five purposes of including land within the Green Belt. Its release would represent a logical eastern 
extension to the settlement of Curdworth. 
 

(B) Coleshill 
 
STWL considers that the 70 hectares of land at Coleshill is suitable for employment uses and it no longer 
fulfils the purposes of including land within the Green Belt and therefore should be released from the 
designation in the next stage of the Local Plan. The site is assessed against each of the Green Belt tests 
below.  
 

 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas  The site is well contained with clear 
physical and defensible boundaries on all sides and is very well related to the Coleshill settlement 
boundary. It is a self-contained parcel of land and its removal from the Green Belt would not result in 
unrestricted urban sprawl. 

 To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another Water Orton is the closest 
settlement to the site. However, the M42/ M6 Toll motorways physically separate the settlements. 
Therefore, the area proposed for development by STW would not result in Coleshill and Water Orton 
coalescing. 

 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment  The site is a self-contained parcel of 
land with physical and defensible boundaries on all side. It is well related to the settlement boundary 
of Coleshill with established employment development and the railway station bounding the site to 
the south. The M42 and M6 Toll provide an additional defensible boundary to the east which would 
safeguard the countryside from further encroachment.  

 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns  The development of Site (B) will not 
have a detrimental impact on any heritage assets given the intervening residential development 
surrounding the site.   

 To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land  The 
North Warwickshire Core Strategy demonstrates that based on the availability and deliverability of 
both brownfield it is evident that some development will need to take place on Greenfield land on the 
edge of the settlements. 

 
Furthermore, the Borough Council has recognised that when HS2 takes place, it will impact on a number of 
properties and they have stated that they will work with owners to mitigate the loss of properties wherever 
possible. The allocation of Site (B) for employment uses will provide development opportunity in close 
proximity to the existing locations of businesses that will be displaced by the HS2. This is a site specific 
exceptional circumstance that supports the release of Site (B) from the Green Belt. 
 

(C) Polesworth 
 
Given  proximity to the proposed housing allocations, recent developments at Polesworth, policy 
restraint on development to the west of Polesworth by both existing and emerging Development Plan policy 
and flood risk constraints on land to the north, Site (C) should also be allocated for development alongside, 
or potentially as part of, the emerging and large strategic housing allocation to the east of Polesworth and 
Dordon.  
 





 

 

Site Location Plan- Coleshill STW 

 

 

 

 

  





NWBC DSLP Regulation 19 Response Form 
 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

 
Policy 

reference 
number 

 
Site 

Allocations 
x 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

x 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 
 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object x 

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes  No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes  No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No x 

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

 Not Justified x 

 

Not Effective x 
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
x 

 
The above are the tests set out in paragraph 182 [Examining Local Plans] of the National Planning Policy 

Framework (March 2012).   



NWBC DSLP Regulation 19 Response Form 
 

 

 

Section 3  Hearing Sessions 
 

 

 

2.7  Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the 
Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the 
C -operate.  Please be as precise as possible. 

 
- STW Reps - Curdworth  

 
 
 
 

2.8  Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to 
ensure that the Draft Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in 
accordance with the C -operate.   It will be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text.  Please be as precise as 
possible. 

              
 

180316 NWLP  - STW Reps - Curdworth. 
 
 

3.1 Please indicate if want to participate in the 
hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination 
process? 

Yes X No 

3.2 If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider 
this to be necessary  

 
To ensure appropriate representation 

 
 

Please note that the appointed Planning Inspector, not the Council, will determine the most appropriate 
procedure to adopt to hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in the examination. 
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Submission of this representation follows representations submitted by GL Hearn (on behalf of STW) in 

March 2017.  The March 2017 representations confirmed that STW is currently undertaking a programme of 

rationalising its land holdings and is seeking to dispose of redundant operational assets through a process of 

 Proceeds from this asset 

core business to improve services for its customers.  The March 2017 representation also confirmed that 

STW is keen to work collaboratively  Plan. 

A copy of our March 2017 representation is attached as an appendix to this representation. 

 

Our March 2017 representation sought the removal of Curdworth site from the Green Belt and its 

Green Belt was weak, and that its 

release would represent a logical eastern extension to the settlement of Curdworth. 

 

s consideration of the March 2017 representation is set out in the Draft local Plan Consultation 

responses document. In respect of the Curdworth site, that document says 

Noted.  Site lies within Green Belt.  Require "very special circumstances" to be established to 
enable release.  Local Plan is delivering more than local needs in terms of housing and 
employment land.  Sufficient sites currently allocated to deliver OAN and address additional 
Birmingham shortfall.  No change proposed. 

At this stage, our representations focus on the soundness of the Plan in relation to the four tests of 

soundness. In addition to the tests of soundness, the Plan has to comply with legal duties, including the legal 

duty-to-cooperate.  

 

It is our contention that without the allocation of the Site, the Plan is not positively prepared, nor is it effective 

or consistent with national policy. 

 

Our representation concentrates on three distinct policy areas: 

1. Housing; 

2. Green Belt; and  

3. Sustainability. 

 

These are addressed in turn below  

 

 

National Policy Requirements 

 

National planning policy is contained in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which was 

published by Government in March 2012. (A revised consultation draft of the NPPF was issued by 

Government on 5 March 2018, however, paragraph 209 of the consultation draft NPPF indicates that it 

should not apply to this emerging Local Plan). 

 

In terms of the requirements of a Local Plan to meet the national policy tests, the key paragraphs are: 

 Paragraph 14 which sets out that local planning author positively seek opportunities to meet 

the development needs of their area meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to 

adapt to rapid change  

 boost significa

market and affordable housing in the housing market area identify and update annually a 

supply of specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide five years worth of housing against their housing 

;  
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 In rural areas, exercising the duty to cooperate with 

neighbouring authorities, local planning authorities should be responsive to local circumstances and 

plan housing development to reflect local needs, particularly for affordable housing  

 Once established, Green Belt boundaries 

should only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. 

At that time, authorities should consider the Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended 

permanence in the long term, so that they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period  

 

 

Housing 

 

The North Warwickshire Draft Submission Local Plan (November 2017) defines Curdworth as a Category 4 

settlement ( Other settlements with a development boundary ). Draft Policy L2 sets out that in such 

settlements: 

Development will be limited to that identified in this Plan or has been identified through a 

Neighbourhood or other locality plan. It will cater for windfall housing developments usually on 

sites of no more than 10 units at any one time depending on viability. A Neighbourhood Plan may 

allocate more  

The draft Policy also states that: 

Development for housing outside of development boundaries will only be permitted where it is 
affordable or for agricultural and forestry purposes or for other uses requiring a rural location  

Table 2 (page 33) of the draft Submission Plan sets out a requirement for 9,598 new homes over the plan 

period.  This of course, is a minimum figure and therefore starting point for identifying housing requirements.  

However, there is a significant uncertainly about this number.  As the Council itself recognises (paragraph 

7.36 of the draft Submission Plan) there are likely to be implications for its housing requirement, for example 

from the Nuneaton and Bedworth BC work or the wider Birmingham HMA work. As such, there is no 

certainty that the housing numbers as suggested in the draft Submission Plan are based on robust and up-

to-date evidence and, therefore, no certainty that the draft Submission Plan will provide the appropriate 

number of units to accommodate housing needs in the Housing Market Area (HMA).  

 

The failure to have an appropriate housing figure is not justified and not consistent with national policy. 

Accordingly the overall housing figure is therefore unsound. 

 

In terms of delivery, the draft Submission Plan (Policy LP6) seeks to deliver a minimum of 5,808 new homes 

to 2033, with only ,790 to help meet under-provision elsewhere within 

the HMA. Notwithstanding th actual 

amount of development delivered will be governed by provision of infrastructure

no certainty about the number of homes to be delivered, and therefore no certainty that the Local Plan will 

meet the full, objectively assessed needs for housing in the housing market area.  

 

This is clearly wholly inconsistent with national policy and does not allow the flexibility that national policy 

requires. 

 

Given that North Warwickshire is a rural authority with a relatively low rate of delivery of new homes (circa 

178 new homes per annum), the delivery of over 400 new homes per annum will require a step change in 

delivery from the local authority. Taking into account existing completions from the start of the Local Plan 

period, the Submission Local Plan proposes to allocate circa 6,800 new homes across a range of new sites 
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to meet its 9,598 homes requirement, but concurrently acknowledges that not all of these will be delivered 

within the plan period. Additionally, some 1,135 of these new homes are expected to be delivered by sites 

with planning permission in place (at April 2017), although there can be no certainty that all these will come 

forward. 

 

On the evidence of existing rates of delivery and the recognition within the Local Plan both that the housing 

needs numbers are likely to be subject to change and that delivery at proposed allocated sites may be 

beyond the plan period, the Submission Local Plan cannot be considered to be positively prepared, effective 

or consistent with national policy.  

 

Alongside these considerations, it should also be recognised that other Category 4 settlements are afforded 

new allocations to meet housing need, yet Curdworth, a settlement that is well-positioned to accommodate 

sustainable housing growth, is not.  Allocating the STW site for housing would be in line with the overarching 

settlement hierarchy and strategy and would assist in providing more certainty that the Local Plan will deliver 

its minimum housing need requirements. 

 

Additionally, the above housing considerations are supported by the available evidence which demonstrates 

that the release of the STW site from the Green Belt and its allocation for housing will not harm the purposes 

of including land in the Green Belt. This is addressed below. 

 

 

Green Belt 

 

Paragraph 83 of the NPPF (referred above) indicates that the review of a Local Plan is the appropriate time 
for a local authority to alter Green Belt boundaries and that an authority in considering Green Belt 
boundaries should have regard to the intended permanence of the Green Belt in the long term so that the 
boundaries of the Green Belt are capable of enduring beyond the plan period. 
 
The North Warwickshire Green Belt currently covers approximately two thirds of the area of the Borough. In 
line with the expectations of paragraph 83 of the NPPF, preparation of the Draft Submission Local Plan 
includes a review of the Green Belt and subsequently several sites are proposed to be de-designated as 
Green Belt and allocated for development or as safeguarded land.  However, the STW site at Curdworth is 
not identified for de-designation.  
 

We do not consider this is justified in the context of the supporting evidence (including the Coventry & 

out by national policy. 

 

Green Belt Evidence. 

 

ite falls within a wider area that was assessed by the Coventry and Warwickshire Joint 

Green Belt Study, Part 2 (C&WJGBS). The methodology applied by that Study sets out that the higher the 

score achieved for a parcel of land, the greater its contribution to Green Belt purposes (Main Report page 

14).   

 

In the Curdworth wider area, four parcels are identified by the C&WJGBS. The STW site is located within 

parcel W2 which scored 11 out of a possible 20 points (It should also be recognised that as STW site is only 

Green Belt purposes). Other parcels scored between 13 and 16 points.  
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The proposed housing allocations in the draft Submission Local Plan include sites proposed for release from 

the Green Belt. These include sites H21, LP4 and H14 which are all edge-

of-settlement sites currently within the Green Belt. The C&WJGBS scores for sites H21 and LP4 are 13 

(WO2) and 12 (KB6) respectively, whilst H14 is not even assessed by the C&WJGBS. 

 

A Local Plan has to show consistency with its approach.  Proposing to remove sites from the Green Belt that 

score higher than others in terms of the purposes of including land in the Green Belt is not consistent.  

Nevertheless, despite these sites displaying a greater contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt than 

land parcel W2 (including the STW site), it would seem the Council considers there to be sufficient 

exceptional circumstances for the release of these sites (and not the STW site) from the Green Belt. It is not 

clear what those exceptional circumstances are or why they do not apply (at least) equally to the STW site. 

Green Belt evidence, the release of other sites from the Green Belt but 

the retention of STW site within the Green Belt cannot reasonably be considered justified. 

 

Notwithstanding that, based on the applied methodology of the C&WJGBS the evidence points to land parcel 

W2 as the most appropriate site for Green Belt release within the Curdworth area, we do not consider the 

conclusions of the C&WJGBS give a true picture of the contribution of this site to the Green Belt.  

 

Our March 2017 representations (reproduced as an appendix to this representation) assessed the site 

against each of the Green Belt tests, and demonstrates how the STW site does not satisfactorily fulfil the 

purposes of including land within the Green Belt. This includes: 

 That the site is well-contained with clear physical and defensible boundaries on all sides, including 
notably the M42/M6 Toll motorway to the east; 

 physical separation from neighbouring settlements (Water Orton & Lea Marston) by the 
Coleshill Lane and River Thame and the M42/M6 toll motorways respectively; 

  self-contained character and especially its location between the M42/M6 Toll motorways and 
the existing eastern edge of the existing Curdworth urban area  

 

Additionally, the Greater Birmingham HMA Strategic Growth Study (published by GL Hearn in February 2018 

and endorsed by the local authorities within the HMA), includes a Green Belt review which identifies that the 

STW site does not form part of an area that performs any of the Green Belt purposes.  

 

associated with Coleshill, Water Orton and Cudworth where M42, M6 and M6 Toll 

roads converge Strategic Growth Study identifies that: 

the character of the area, being dissected by roads, railways and various forms of industrial 
development, could lend itself to the redefinition of development boundaries in the locality as part 
of new development  (our emphasis). 

It is evident that on any reasonable and informed assessment of the sit

concluded that the site does not seriously fulfil a Green Belt purpose either singularly or in association with 

neighbouring sites.  

 

 

Site Sustainability / Sustainability Appraisal 

 

As set out in our previous representations, the development of the site could have economic, social and 

environmental benefits and it is unclear from the evidence base whether these benefits have been taken into 

account by the Council when considering whether this site could be allocated for development. We recognise 

however, that the SA assesses 

concur fully with the findings of the SA, some of which are based on unsupported assumptions about the 
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likely scale, extent and form of potential housing development at the site and therefore its consequential 

impacts.  

 

In our view, the STW site quite clearly relates well to the existing settlement and the facilities within it. 

Fundamentally, it is also in a sustainable location with easy access to both bus services and train facilities at 

either Water Orton or Coleshill Parkway (with the significant employment opportunities that exist there). The 

same conclusion cannot be reached in respect of other sites that are proposed for allocation as housing sites. 

 

The failure to allocate any housing sites in Curdworth, whilst allocating less sustainable sites in other part of 

the Borough, is both inconsistent the could lead to unsustainable patterns of movement, including greater 

reliance on the use of the private car.  Failing to recognise this as part of the assessment carried out, means 

that the current proposals are not consistent with national policy. 

 

 

Exceptional Circumstances 

 

As we note above, paragraph 83 of the NPPF relates to the circumstances when Green Belt boundaries can 

be reviewed.  National policy requires Green Belt boundaries to only be altered in exceptional circumstances 

and only through the preparation of a Local Plan are not explicitly defined 

by national policy, it is clear from paragraph 85 of the NPPF that the development requirements of a Local 

Plan (such as meeting the OAN for housing) and the suitability and appropriateness of a site in Green Belt 

terms (including the permanence and endurance of the Green Belt boundary) can constitute exceptional 

circumstances.  

 

In our view the housing delivery requirements of the Local Plan, the potential 

and capability to contribute to housing need within plan period, allied with its lack of contribution to Green 

Belt purposes constitute 

Green Belt and its allocation for housing. 

 

The Council is defining Green Belt boundaries in the Local Plan and as such has to conform to the 

there is no current defensible Green Belt boundary (to the east of Curdworth) that meets the expectations of 

national policy.  

 

Additionally in view of the housing growth expectations and pressures, there can be no assurance that the 

current Green Belt will not need to be altered at the end of the Local Plan period (2033) even if it is 

determined that no change to the Green Belt boundary is merited now.  

 

It is plainly clear that the M42/M6 Toll is the key eastern boundary to the settlement of Curdworth. 

Additionally, similarly permanent north and south boundaries can be defined and secured by the existing 

road network or, if necessary, through new features to be provided as part of the redevelopment of the STW 

site.  This has also been recognised by the recent HMA Strategic Growth Study which identifies the same 

boundaries as being the important ones for Green Belt purposes.  

 

Retaining this site within the Green Belt does not accord with the expectations of paragraph 85 of the NPPF 

and is not justified. The release of the site from the Green Belt and its allocation for housing would be both 

justified and consistent with national policy.  
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Dear Sir/Madam 
 
 
North Warwickshire Draft Local Plan Consultation 
 
Land at Curdworth, Polesworth and Coleshill, North Warwickshire 
 
GL Hearn has been instructed by Sever the 
North Warwickshire Draft Local Plan consultation in respect of STWL surplus land holdings at Curdworth, 
Polesworth and Coleshill shown edged red on the enclosed Site Location Plans.  
 
STWL is a regulated utility company with statutory responsibilities for the provision of water and sewerage 
services across the English Midlands and Central Wales. As a result of changing processes in relation to 
clean water provision and wastewater treatment, significant areas of land are no longer required by the 
business for operational purposes and as such are surplus to requirements. STWL is currently undertaking a 
programme of rationalising its land holdings and is seeking to dispose of redundant operational assets for 
alternative uses through a process of Irrevocable Sign Off (ISO). Proceeds from the asset disposal are 
reinvested back into the core business to improve services for its customers.   
 
The key purpose of this representation is to promote surplus land for allocation for development in the 
emerging Local Plan. STWL are keen to work collaboratively with North Warwickshire Borough Council 
(NWBC)  and would welcome a meeting to discuss the detailed development 
of these sites. STWL would also welcome a discussion regarding the development potential of their wider 
landholdings within the Borough as there are several other sites which are potentially surplus that could have 
development opportunities. 
 
The Sites  
 

(A) Land East of Curdworth 
 
Site (A) extends to 9.3 hectares and is located immediately to the east of Curdworth, a category 4 settlement 
(other settlement with a development boundary) as defined in the North Warwickshire Borough Core 
Strategy adopted October 2014, but falls outside the settlement boundary. Site (A) is designated as Green 
Belt and comprises grazing land together with an existing farmhouse and stables. It is well contained on all 
sides by physical defensible boundaries and is bound to the north by Curdworth Primary School; to the east 

  

Forward Planning Team,  
North Warwickshire Borough 
Council,  
The Council House,  
South Street,  
Atherstone,  
CV9 1DE 

 

By email: 
planningpolicy@northwarks.gov.uk 
 

31
st
 March 2017 
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by the M42 and M6 Toll Motorways; to the west by residential properties and to the south by Coleshill Road. 
The site is accessible from the south via an existing access off Coleshill Road. 
 
There are no statutory designated nature conservation or heritage sites located within Site (A) although there 
is a group of mature trees covered by a Tree Preservation Order to the north west of the farmhouse. Site (A) 
is located within Flood Zone 1 (Land having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual probability of river or sea flooding) 
and is therefore suitable for residential development. 
 
Site (A), is irregular in shape and extends to circa 7.35 ha in area. It is sustainably located on the edge of an 
established residential area. The village of Curdworth is situated on the north west edge of North 
Warwickshire, approximately 5 miles from Sutton Coldfield, 8 miles from Tamworth and 9 miles from 
Birmingham City Centre. It is also within approximately five miles of the National Exhibition Centre, 
Birmingham International Airport and Birmingham International Railway Station. Curdworth has excellent 
connectivity to the strategic road network with the M42 and the M6 Toll, which are accessible via Junction 9 
(Dunton Island) and Junction T1 respectively, running adjacent to the village. There are a range of local 
services and facilities present in the village including a primary school, pubs, village hall, post office and 
church. However, as noted above Curdworth is surrounded by larger cities and towns which provide a wide 
range of additional employment opportunities, amenities and services.  
 
The village is also well served by public transport including bus services (115, 116, 216, 223 and 231) and 
by rail from Coleshill Parkway and Water Orton, both a short bus journey from the village, which provide 
onward travel to Birmingham and beyond.  
 
Whilst Site (A) does not contain any statutory nature conservation sites it is located within the Impact Risk 
Zone for Whitacre Heath Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) which is located approximately 2.5km to 

north west. Given the intervening development between the site and both statutory designated sites it is 
considered that the development of Site (A) is highly unlikely to result in any adverse impacts on these sites. 
There are no physical features which would preclude residential development at Site (A). 
 

(B) Coleshill 
 
Site (B) is irregular shaped extending to 70 hectares. It comprises: a large sewage treatment works with 
several operational and dis-used filter beds; a food to waste plant; redundant non-operational land; and flood 
plain marshland. The site is bisected by the River Tame and, whilst designated as Green Belt, it is located 
within a large industrial area, 10km north east of Birmingham City centre.  
 
The proposed HS2 route dissects Site (B) north to south which will have a significant impact on the operation 
and development prospects of the site.  
 
The surrounding area contains industrial uses to the north and south, Hams Hall Rail freight Terminal to the 
east and the M6 Toll to the west.  
 
Site (B) is well connected with Lichfield Road to the west linking to the M42 and M6 Toll as well as the 
Coleshill Parkway Rail Station and the Hams Hall Rail Freight Terminal. The M6 to the west and the Hams 
Hall industrial estate offer defensible boundaries to the Green Belt. 
 
There are no statutory designated nature conservation or heritage sites located within Site (B). The whole of 
the site is covered by either Flood Zone 2 or Flood Zone 3. A section of the site is shown to benefit from 
flood defences. 
 
 
 

(C) Polesworth 
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Site (C) is situated around 410 metres to the east of Polesworth, a category 1 settlement (market town), and 
is currently undesignated countryside located outside the settlement boundary. Site (C) comprises the 
Polesworth Water Reclamation Works (WRW) and surplus land and extends to circa 5 hectares. The WRW 
is accessed via B5000 Grendon Road to the south. 
 
Site (C) is well contained on three sides by strong defensible boundaries: to the north by the Coventry Canal; 
to the east by a railway line; and to the south by the B5000 Grendon Road. Immediately adjacent to the west 
by open fields and beyond that the western edge of Polesworth.   
 
There are no statutory designated nature conservation or heritage sites located within Site (C). It falls within 
Flood Risk Zone 1 and is therefore suitable for residential development. There are no physical features 
which would preclude residential development at Site (C). 
 
Polesworth and adjoining Dordon are well positioned to help meet needs which cannot be met within nearby 
Tamworth and as such the area is a focus for growth within North Warwickshire. The emerging Local Plan 
seeks to bring forward a significant area of land to the east of Polesworth for development to ensure that the 
area can be comprehensively developed. The western side of Polesworth is protected as it forms a 

 
 
The emerging policy for this proposed allocation, just to the south of Site (C), seeks to deliver a minimum of 
2,000 dwellings, a new distributor road, retail, community and health facilities together with the preservation 
of wildlife sites within the area and pedestrian/cyclist accessibility improvements. 
 
Planning Policy Context  
 
The Development Plan for the area comprises the North Warwickshire Borough Core Strategy (adopted 

 
 
Sites (A) and (B) are currently designated as Green Belt.  The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
identifies the Local Plan review process as the appropriate vehicle for altering Green Belt boundaries, albeit 
that boundaries should only be altered in exceptional circumstances. Paragraph 85 of the NPPF sets out 
expectations for local planning authorities when defining Green Belt boundaries. These include: 
 
 Not include land which is unnecessary to keep permanently open; 
  
 Define boundaries clearly using physical features that are readily recognisable and likely to be 

permanent. 
 
Core Strategy Policy NW2 Polesworth as a category 1 market town 
settlement, Coleshill as a category 2 market town settlement within the Green Belt and Curdworth as a 
category 4 settlement.  
 
Policy NW2 states that it is expected that over the plan period, more than 50% of the housing and 
employment requirements will be provided in or adjacent to the Market Towns (such as Polesworth).  
 
Within the development boundary of Coleshill, the Green Belt Market Town, development for employment, 
housing (including affordable housing), services and other facilities will be permitted. 
 
In Curdworth development will be limited to that identified in the Plan or has been identified through a 
Neighbourhood or other locality plan. In Green Belt settlements (such as Curdworth) development will not be 
supported outside the current development boundaries.  
 
 
The Case for Growth and Exceptional Circumstances for Green Belt Release in North Warwickshire 
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The Draft Local Plan rightly recognises the significant growth pressures from within and outside of the 
Borough. These include assisting with the need to provide housing for the Coventry & Warwickshire and the 
Greater Birmingham areas.  In addition the Borough Council will continue its commitment to deliver 500 
dwellings for Tamworth from the previous Core Strategy. There is an additional requirement in the Tamworth 
adopted Local Plan for a further 825 dwellings and 14 hectares of employment to be provided in North 
Warwickshire and Lichfield.  Furthermore, HS2 will have a transformational impact on the Borough and 
surrounding region adding to growth pressures. 
 
The Local Plan should also recognise the potential impact of devolution, the Midlands Engine and the 
ambitious growth programme of the West Midlands Combined Authority (of which NWBC is awaiting non-
constituent membership). 
 
North Warwickshire is highly constrained by the tightly drawn West Midlands Green Belt which operates over 
two thirds of the Borough. Green Belt boundaries were reviewed in the last Local Plan and the Council 
considers that development can be catered for outside of the Green Belt, without the need to consider any 
reviews of the Green Belt boundaries. Given that the Borough is tightly constrained it is likely that any 
additional housing and employment requirement in the longer term may need to be met on Green Belt sites, 
such as land east of Curdworth and at Coleshill.  
 
The Local Plan needs to allocate and safeguard sufficient land now to ensure there is flexibility to respond to 
housing and employment growth targets. 
 
P

 the Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term 
31. This coupled with 

 15-

2047. The NPPF also seeks to ensure that Local Plans have a degree of flexibility such that they are able to 
 by the presumption in favour of sustainable development. The 

identification of safeguarded land is a robust approach which has been accepted by a range of Inspectors 
presiding over Local Plan Examinations and is strongly supported by STWL.  
 
Assessment of the Sites 
 

(A) Land East of Curdworth 
 
STWL considers that the 9.3 hectares of land east of Curdworth is suitable for housing development as it no 
longer fulfils the purposes of including land within the Green Belt and therefore should be released from the 
designation in the next stage of the Local Plan. The site is assessed against each of the Green Belt tests 
below.  
 

 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas  The site is well contained with clear 
physical and defensible boundaries. It is bound to the north by Curdworth Primary School; to the 
east by the M42 and M6 Toll Motorways; to the west by residential properties, and to the south by 
Coleshill Road. The site therefore has defensible boundaries on all sides and is very well related to 
the Curdworth settlement boundary. It is a self-contained parcel of land and its removal from the 
Green Belt would not result in the unrestricted sprawl of the village.  

 To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another  The site is located approximately 
1.5km north of Water Orton and 1.5km to the west of Lea Marston, the nearest settlements to the 
site. The River Thame and M42/ M6 Toll motorways physically separate the settlements to the south 
and east respectively. Therefore the area proposed for residential development by STW would not 
result in Curdworth, Water Orton and Lea Marston coalescing.  

 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment  The site is a self-contained parcel of 
land with physical and defensible boundaries to the north, east, south and west. It is well related to 
the settlement boundary of Curdworth with established housing bounding the site to the west. The 
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M42 and M6 Toll provide an additional defensible boundary to the east which would safeguard the 
countryside from further encroachment.  

 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns  The development of land east of 
Curdworth will not have a detrimental impact on any heritage assets given the intervening residential 
development surrounding the site.   

 To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land  The 
North Warwickshire Core Strategy demonstrates that based on the availability and deliverability of 
both brownfield it is evident that some development will need to take place on Greenfield land on the 
edge of the settlements. 

 
In summary, the site is self-contained with strong defensible boundaries and makes a weak contribution to 
the five purposes of including land within the Green Belt. Its release would represent a logical eastern 
extension to the settlement of Curdworth. 
 

(B) Coleshill 
 
STWL considers that the 70 hectares of land at Coleshill is suitable for employment uses and it no longer 
fulfils the purposes of including land within the Green Belt and therefore should be released from the 
designation in the next stage of the Local Plan. The site is assessed against each of the Green Belt tests 
below.  
 

 To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas  The site is well contained with clear 
physical and defensible boundaries on all sides and is very well related to the Coleshill settlement 
boundary. It is a self-contained parcel of land and its removal from the Green Belt would not result in 
unrestricted urban sprawl. 

 To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another Water Orton is the closest 
settlement to the site. However, the M42/ M6 Toll motorways physically separate the settlements. 
Therefore, the area proposed for development by STW would not result in Coleshill and Water Orton 
coalescing. 

 To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment  The site is a self-contained parcel of 
land with physical and defensible boundaries on all side. It is well related to the settlement boundary 
of Coleshill with established employment development and the railway station bounding the site to 
the south. The M42 and M6 Toll provide an additional defensible boundary to the east which would 
safeguard the countryside from further encroachment.  

 To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns  The development of Site (B) will not 
have a detrimental impact on any heritage assets given the intervening residential development 
surrounding the site.   

 To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land  The 
North Warwickshire Core Strategy demonstrates that based on the availability and deliverability of 
both brownfield it is evident that some development will need to take place on Greenfield land on the 
edge of the settlements. 

 
Furthermore, the Borough Council has recognised that when HS2 takes place, it will impact on a number of 
properties and they have stated that they will work with owners to mitigate the loss of properties wherever 
possible. The allocation of Site (B) for employment uses will provide development opportunity in close 
proximity to the existing locations of businesses that will be displaced by the HS2. This is a site specific 
exceptional circumstance that supports the release of Site (B) from the Green Belt. 
 

(C) Polesworth 
 
Given  proximity to the proposed housing allocations, recent developments at Polesworth, policy 
restraint on development to the west of Polesworth by both existing and emerging Development Plan policy 
and flood risk constraints on land to the north, Site (C) should also be allocated for development alongside, 
or potentially as part of, the emerging and large strategic housing allocation to the east of Polesworth and 
Dordon.  
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NWBC DSLP Regulation 19 Response Form 

 

Email  
 

 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

 

Policy 
reference 
number 

 
Site 

Allocations 
LP31 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 

 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object x 

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No x 

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

 Not Justified  

 

Not Effective x 
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
x 
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The above are the tests set out in paragraph 182 [Examining Local Plans] of the National Planning Policy 

Framework (March 2012).   



NWBC DSLP Regulation 19 Response Form 

 

 
2.7  Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the 
Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the 
Council’s Duty to Co-operate.  Please be as precise as possible. 

 
As currently drafted consideration 7  is not effective as it is unclear what the requirements are for the 
policy. It is assumed that the consideration 8 relates to NPPF para 74 though it makes no reference as to 
requirement for undertaking an assessment to demonstrate that the site is surplus to requirement. 
Further to this it does enable the development of the site for alternative sports and recreational 
provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.8  Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to 
ensure that the Draft Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in 
accordance with the Council’s Duty to Co-operate.   It will be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text.  Please be as precise as 
possible. 
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Consideration 8 should be reflect the requirements of paragraph 74 and relate  existing open space, sports 
and recreational buildings and land, including playing fields. Without this amendment the plan would not 

be consistent with national planning policy. 
 
Alternative a new policy covering sports and physical activity similar to the policy contained within 
Lichfield’s Local Plan set out below: 
 

Core Policy 11: Participation in Sport & Physical Activity 
Where appropriate, the District Council will seek to encourage, protect and enhance existing sport facilities, and 
other assets which encourage participation in physical activity, safeguarding sites for the benefit of local 
communities. 
 
The provision of a leisure facility to serve Lichfield City and its hinterland in an appropriate and sustainable location 
incorporating a new sports hall (of a size to accommodate 6 badminton courts), swimming pool and learner pool will 
be allocated through the Local Plan: Allocations document. Alternatively, improvements to existing leisure facilities in 
Lichfield City equivalent to 6 additional badminton courts and a minimum 25m 4 lane swimming pool and learner pool 
will be supported. 
 
Initiatives to enhance and increase accessibility to sports facilities will be supported, including the provision of 
supporting infrastructure such as small stadia, floodlighting, training and changing facilities and other relevant 
infrastructure where this does not conflict with other policies in this document. 
 
Support will be given to proposals which address deficiencies in junior football pitches, and to the creation of new 
facilities where unmet demand is identified, in line with the standards set out in Policy HSC2: Playing Pitch 
Standards.  
 
Support will be given to relocation proposals and the provision of extra playing fields where this fits with club 
development plans and local shortfall and where this does not conflict with other policies in this document. 
 
Support will be given to the provision of new playing fields, tennis courts and bowling greens where this accords with 
the playing pitch, tennis and bowls strategy and / or the wishes of the local community and where this does not 
conflict with other policies in this document. 
 
Support will be given for appropriate improvements to community infrastructure including community buildings and 
grounds and the community use of school facilities to enable them to offer a range of facilities and services that meet 
the needs of the local community particularly where this would facilitate opportunities to accommodate activities that 
promote healthy lifestyles. 
 
Other infrastructure which contributes to healthy lifestyles, such as allotments, skate parks and play facilities and 
walking and cycling routes, will be supported in appropriate locations. 
 
Support will be given for initiatives which encourage increased levels of participation by under-represented groups in 
sport and physical activity. 
 
The loss of existing facilities and assets (both extent and quality), including playing fields, tennis courts, bowling 
greens, indoor sports facilities and range of open spaces,will be resisted where it can be shown there is an existing 
or future need unless it can be clearly demonstrated that alternative facilities of an equivalent or better standard in 
terms of quantity are being provided in a location which is equivalent or better, improves access and results in no 
loss of amenity or environmental quality. Where such spaces and/ or facilities are lost, any replacement must be 
made available prior to the loss of the original facility. 
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Section 3 – Hearing Sessions 
 

 

 

 
If you require further information and guidance on the latest consultation phase of 
the Draft Submission Local Plan, please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions 
document which is available on the Council’s website: www.northwarks.gov.uk or 
contact the Forward Planning Team on 01827 719499/451. 

 

Comments received after 31/1/2018 will not be considered 
 

 
 

3.1 Please indicate if want to participate in the 
hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination 
process? 

  No 
x
x 

3.2 If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider 
this to be necessary  

              
 
 
 
 

 
Please note that the appointed Planning Inspector, not the Council, will determine the most appropriate 
procedure to adopt to hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in the examination. 

Signature Rajvir Bahey Date 14/03/18 
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Email  
 

 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

 

Policy 
reference 
number 

 
Site 

Allocations 
H3 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 

 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object x 

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No x 

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

x Not Justified x 

 

Not Effective x 
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
x 
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The above are the tests set out in paragraph 182 [Examining Local Plans] of the National Planning Policy 

Framework (March 2012).   
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2.7  Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the 
Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the 
Council’s Duty to Co-operate.  Please be as precise as possible. 

 

 
The site is utilised by Atherstone Town FC who have had annual licence from the Borough Council for a 
number of years. The Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) identifies that site contains changing rooms and a  bar 
area that are very poor and in need of improvements. However, due to the rolling lease from the Council 
they do not have  the opportunity to access funding opportunities. The PPS also highlights that with club 
consider that with some minor improvements to the ground they could access a further step in the 
football league system. The PPS concludes that the site should be protected as playing pitches in the Local 
Plan and that the club should be supported in developing improved facilities either at its current site or at 
an alternative location. 
 
The allocation of the site is therefore not consistent with NPPF para 74 as the PPS demonstrates that the 
site is not surplus to requirement and the policy makes no reference to replacement provision being 
made that would be of equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable 
location. 
 
The site  is likely to be unviable should replacement provision be provided in accordance with NPPF para 
74 therefore the allocation is not effective. 
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Section 3 – Hearing Sessions 
 

 

 

2.8  Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to 
ensure that the Draft Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in 
accordance with the Council’s Duty to Co-operate.   It will be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text.  Please be as precise as 
possible. 

              
Sport England considers that the site should be removed from the Plan as it is not deemed to be surplus 
to requirement and no replacement provision is proposed in line with NPPF para 74. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1 Please indicate if want to participate in the 
hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination 
process? 

  No 
x 

3.2 If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider 
this to be necessary  
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If you require further information and guidance on the latest consultation phase of 
the Draft Submission Local Plan, please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions 
document which is available on the Council’s website: www.northwarks.gov.uk or 
contact the Forward Planning Team on 01827 719499/451. 

 

Comments received after 31/1/2018 will not be considered 
 

              
 
 
 
 

 
Please note that the appointed Planning Inspector, not the Council, will determine the most appropriate 
procedure to adopt to hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in the examination. 

Signature Rajvir Bahey Date 14/03/18 
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Email  
 

 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

 

Policy 
reference 
number 

 
Site 

Allocations 
S1 and 

H21 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 

 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object  

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No  

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

 Not Justified  

 

Not Effective  
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
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The above are the tests set out in paragraph 182 [Examining Local Plans] of the National Planning Policy 

Framework (March 2012).   
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2.7  Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the 
Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the 
Council’s Duty to Co-operate.  Please be as precise as possible. 

 
It is understood that as a result of HS2 that the current Water Orton School is to be relocated to Land off 
Plank Lane (policy S1) with the existing school site being allocated for residential development. To ensure 
compliance with NPPF para 74 the replacement playing field should be of equivalent or better provision in 
terms of quantity and quality. The new playing field should also enable the school to undertake its current 
sporting activities (summer and winter sports). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.8  Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to 
ensure that the Draft Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in 
accordance with the Council’s Duty to Co-operate.   It will be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text.  Please be as precise as 
possible. 
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Section 3 – Hearing Sessions 
 

 

 

 
If you require further information and guidance on the latest consultation phase of 
the Draft Submission Local Plan, please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions 
document which is available on the Council’s website: www.northwarks.gov.uk or 
contact the Forward Planning Team on 01827 719499/451. 

 

              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1 Please indicate if want to participate in the 
hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination 
process? 

  No 
x
x 

3.2 If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider 
this to be necessary  

              
 
 
 
 

 
Please note that the appointed Planning Inspector, not the Council, will determine the most appropriate 
procedure to adopt to hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in the examination. 

Signature Rajvir Bahey Date 14/03/18 
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Email  
 

 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

 

Policy 
reference 
number 

 
Site 

Allocations 
H17 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 

 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object x 

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No x 

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

x Not Justified x 

 

Not Effective x 
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
x 
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2.7  Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the 
Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the 
Council’s Duty to Co-operate.  Please be as precise as possible. 

 
It is understood that Sparrowdale school site closed over 10 years ago. However, the playing field land has 
not been demonstrated as being as surplus to requirement as required by NPPF para 74 as the Playing 
Pitch Strategy (PPS) has not been signed off by Sport England or by the national governing bodies with 
outstanding queries remaining. It should be noted that the PPS does not consider the site in supply of 
site’s to meet current and future demand. However, it is referenced in the PPS as a site that should make 
a financial contribution towards Boot Hill site which is no longer used by local teams due it no longer 
being fit for purpose. The PPS identifies that Boot Hill is required to meet the demand for adult football 
within the area.  
 
The policy makes no reference towards contributions to the site, to ensure demand is met in the area, as 
mitigation for the loss of the playing field. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.8  Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to 
ensure that the Draft Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in 
accordance with the Council’s Duty to Co-operate.   It will be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text.  Please be as precise as 
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Section 3 – Hearing Sessions 
 

 

 

 

possible. 
              

 
The Council should engage with Sport England and national governing bodies (ngb’s) to address 
outstanding queries related to the PPS. Once the PPS is signed off by Sport England and the ngb’s this 
will establish if the site is surplus to requirement and therefore retained as an allocation. Should the 
allocation remain contributions should be sought from the site to ensure football demand in the area can 
be met. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1 Please indicate if want to participate in the 
hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination 
process? 

  No 
x
x 

3.2 If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider 
this to be necessary  

              
 
 
 
 

 
Please note that the appointed Planning Inspector, not the Council, will determine the most appropriate 
procedure to adopt to hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in the examination. 

Signature Rajvir Bahey Date 14/03/18 
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Email  
 

 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

11.7 

Policy 
reference 
number 

 
Site 

Allocations 
 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 

 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object x 

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No x 

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

x Not Justified x 

 

Not Effective x 
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
x 
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2.7  Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the 
Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the 
Council’s Duty to Co-operate.  Please be as precise as possible. 

 
 
 

It is noted that consultation of the Local Plan has been extended with additional evidence base documents 
being published one of which is the Playing Pitch Strategy. The production of a Playing Pitch Strategy is 
welcomed though it must be noted that Sport England and the national governing bodies have not signed 
off the document with outstanding queries yet to be answered. Therefore it is considered that the Playing 
Pitch Strategy does not represent a robust evidence base to inform the Local Plan as required by NPPF 
73. 
 
.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.8  Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to 
ensure that the Draft Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in 
accordance with the Council’s Duty to Co-operate.   It will be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text.  Please be as precise as 
possible. 
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Section 3 – Hearing Sessions 
 

 

 

 
If you require further information and guidance on the latest consultation phase of 
the Draft Submission Local Plan, please refer to the Frequently Asked Questions 

              
Sport England would welcome the opportunity to discuss/resolve the outstanding queries that with a view 
to getting the Playing Pitch Strategy formally signed off by the steering group. The outputs of the signed 
off Playing Pitch Strategy should be reflected and inform the Local Plan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1 Please indicate if want to participate in the 
hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination 
process? 

  No 
x 

3.2 If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider 
this to be necessary  

              
 
 
 
 

 
Please note that the appointed Planning Inspector, not the Council, will determine the most appropriate 
procedure to adopt to hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in the examination. 

Signature Rajvir Bahey Date 14/03/18 
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Email  
 

 

Section 2 - Your Representation (please tick where necessary) 

 

2.1 Please indicate which part of the Draft Submission Local Plan this representation 
relates to? 

Paragraph 
reference 

 
 

Policy 
reference 
number 

E3 
Site 

Allocations 
 

Sustainability 
Appraisal 

 

Please use a separate representation form for each paragraph, policy, site allocation that you wish to 
comment on. 
 

2.2 Do you support or object to the above? 

 

Support  Object x 

 
 

2.3 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.4 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be compliant with the Duty to 
Cooperate? 

 

Yes x No  

 
 

2.5 Do you consider the Draft Submission Local Plan to be Sound? 

 

Yes  No x 

 
 

2.6 If you think that the Draft Submission Local Plan is not sound, this is because it is: 

 

Not Positively 
Prepared 

 
 

Not Justified  

 

Not Effective x 
Not Consistent with 

National Policy 
 

x 

 



NWBC DSLP Regulation 19 Response Form 
 

 
2.7  Within this section, please provide details of why you do or do not consider the 
Draft Submission Local Plan to be legally compliant, sound or in accordance with the 
Council’s Duty to Co-operate.  Please be as precise as possible. 

 
 
 

The site contains Birch Coppice Sports and Social Club and the policy states that the recreation use will be 
replaced and relocated to an alternative location north of the A5, identified as site OS1 on the proposals 
map, prior to any redevelopment proposal.  
 
As currently drafted the policy is not clear what the recreation use of site relates to and whether ancillary 
provision such as car parking and changing accommodation will also be provided. The policy does not 
ensure that the open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing fields, will be 
replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality.  
 
The replacement provision should also be accessible, fit for purpose and useable prior to any 
redevelopment proposals for the site. This will ensure the continued sporting use of the site  until the 
replacement provision is available. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2.8  Within this section, please specify any modifications that you consider necessary to 
ensure that the Draft Submission Local Plan is legally compliant, sound and in 
accordance with the Council’s Duty to Co-operate.   It will be helpful if you are able to put 
forward your suggested revised wording of any policy or text.  Please be as precise as 
possible. 



NWBC DSLP Regulation 19 Response Form 
 

 

Section 3 – Hearing Sessions 
 

 

 

 

              

The existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, recreation use will be replaced  

and relocated to an alternative location north of the A5, identified as site OS1 on the proposals map. prior 

to any redevelopment proposal. The replacement provision will be of equivalent or better provision in 
terms of quantity and quality. Prior to the redevelopment of the site the replacement provision should be 
accessible, fit for purpose and be available for use. 
 
 
The above policy ensures that the policy is consistent with NPPF para 74 and secures the sporting use of 
the existing site until the provision of the replacement site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1 Please indicate if want to participate in the 
hearing sessions for the oral part of the examination 
process? 

  No 
x 

3.2 If you wish to participate in the hearing sessions please indicate why you consider 
this to be necessary  

              
 
 
 
 

 
Please note that the appointed Planning Inspector, not the Council, will determine the most appropriate 
procedure to adopt to hear those who have indicated that they wish to participate in the examination. 

Signature Rajvir Bahey Date 14/03/18 



SLP445

Eaton Walker
Crisps Farm Ltd
Correspondence address:-

Re: NWBC Draft Submission Local Plan 2011-2033 Consultation

Dear Forward Planning Team,

I downloaded the online Consultation Response Form but unfortunately found it
difficult to use on my computer so I have listed my consultation comments below. My
comments are on the whole restricted to the village of Austrey the New Local Plan,
Sustainability Appraisal and Site Allocation documents.

I note that there are no new site allocations for the village of Austrey and although
there is mention in the plan as to where to find out as to why this is I couldn't find the
relevant text. I suspect it maybe because of the Neighbourhood Plan and I am not
aware of any ongoing consultation or communication between NWBC and Austrey
PC the Neighbourhood Plan Team and if there is any communication as to if NWBC
have asked Austrey PC / Neighbourhood Plan team to accommodate additional
residential development. I note that Warton a similar size of Category 4 village
located less than 2 miles along the road without a Neighbourhood Plan has new
relatively large scale site allocations.

Site ref:- AUS1a
AUS1a (part of AUS1) was originally listed as a preferred Site Allocation at the Pre-
Submission Site Allocations Plan stage (Feb 2013) The Sustainability Appraisal
Report published in December 2017 currently lists AUS1a as an unallocated site.
AUS1a scores very positively under the Sustainability Appraisal criteria as detailed
on pages 672 to 676 of Appendix 7 "Detailed SA matrices for site options" and
although there are currently no new preferred new Site Allocations for the village of
Austrey in the New Local Plan if there is a future requirement we believe this site
ought to be reconsidered.

Site ref:- AUS1b IPart B and remaining part of PS170A
Paragraph 5.110 of the Local Plan lists AUS1 (Part B) as one of four sites that
scored the best of all Austrey reasonable alternative residential sites. AUS1 (Part B)
now actually forms part of H23 "Land off Main Road, Austrey" previously also known
as AUS14 and this combined site now has the benefit of outline planning consent



and included in the development boundary of Austrey this therefore means the
remaining part of PS170A not included in AUS14 / H23 and a site previously listed
as a reasonable SA alternative and listed at paragraph 5.107 of the New Local Plan
as "likely to have significant positive effects on SA objectives 1 (Services and
Facilities) and 6 (Recreation)" immediately abuts the development boundary.

Site ref:- AUS1
Since the publication of the Sustainability Appraisal a planning application has been
granted for residential development to the back of the property known as "The
Homestead" located on Main Road, Austrey. This successful application for four new
residential dwellings (application number PAP/2017/0140) along with site H23 "Land
off Main Road, Austrey" previously known as Site AUS14 means in conjunction with
existing 1970's residential development on Main Road and Bishops Cleeve that site
AUS1 now finds itself enveloped by residential development and should an updated
sustainability appraisal be commissioned for this area then we understand parts of
AUS1 would potentially be ranked positively sustainable and more so than
competing sites.

Planning Inspectors Final Report on Adopted Core Strategy dated September
2014
Paragraph 17 of the planning Inspectors Final Report draws attention to just eight
settlements in North Warwickshire including Austrey that the inspector considered to
be a short drive from Tamworth. The inspector goes on to say "I heard that travel to
work records show that residents of all bar one ward in the Borough commute to
Tamworth". The Inspectors comments coupled with NWBC's ongoing Duty to
Cooperate with Birmingham and Tamworth means that should a housing need not
already accommodated in or by the New Local Plan arise in North Warwickshire that
the village of Austrey may again be asked to accommodate some additional small
scale development and if so I confirm Crisps Farm Ltd are ready and keen if required
to work constructively with NWBC and Austrey Village.

Iwould also like attend and participate in the hearing sessions if possible.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Eaton Walker
Crisps Farm Ltd






